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14th February 2011 
 

O2 launches smartphone developer platform BlueVia 
and other apps 

 
 

MUNICH. Starting in the summer of 2011, Telefónica O2 Germany will be 
offering the developer platform BlueVia. Software developers will be able to 
use it to develop smartphone apps as well as web services and desktop 
applications and offer them to the more than 264 million Telefónica customers 
worldwide. O2 is also introducing two new apps: smartphone users can soon 
download the O2 Best Shop App for mobile bargain hunting and the O2 More 
App for planning visits to concerts and events. 

Apps make everyday life easier for smartphone users, and are thus becoming 
increasingly important. “We offer our customers comprehensive service,” says René 
Schuster, CEO of Telefónica O2 Germany. “This is why we develop our own apps 
and use BlueVia to ensure that our customers benefit from innovative development 
ideas.” O2 got started with its own apps with the service app Mein O2 which was 
downloaded 150,000 times in just ten months. 
 
The O2 Best Shop App now being introduced makes it possible to conveniently shop 
with a mobile phone, regardless of time and location and makes bargain hunting 
easier: It shows the user an overview of discount coupons being offered by local 
retailers in his surrounding area. If users decide to shop in one of these stores, they 
will receive the displayed discount if they select the corresponding coupon and show 
it at the cash register on the mobile phone screen. In addition, the Best Shop App 
helps with scanning in and comparing prices with a mobile phone. O2 is making the 
Best Shop App available together with the partners Coupies, billiger.de and 
DailyDeal. It runs on the Android operating system and on the Apple iPhone. 
 

The O2 More App provides a comprehensive range of offerings for fans of events and 
concerts: It allows users to access concert and event tickets. The app can be used to 
automatically display upcoming events, search for specific events and artists, and set 
alerts for favourite events. Users can then order tickets directly online. What is 
special for O2 customers is that they can obtain tickets 48 hours before they officially 
go on sale via a separate login. The O2 More App runs on all iPhones, and there are 
plans to make it available for other smartphone operating systems. 
 
Further information is available at http://o2.de and at http://o2advertising-services.de 
 



 

 

 

 
 
 
Telefónica O2 Germany GmbH & Co. OHG belongs to Telefónica Europe and is part of the Spanish 
telecommunication group Telefónica S.A. The Company offers its German private and business 
customers postpaid and prepaid mobile telecom products as well as innovative mobile data services 
based on the GPRS and UMTS technologies. In addition, the integrated communications provider also 
offers DSL fixed network telephony and high-speed internet. Telefónica Europe has about 55 million 
mobile and fixed network customers in Great Britain, Ireland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and 
Germany. 
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